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Reliability in human authentication is the important aspect for the security requirements in various applications ranging from airport surveillance to electronic banking. Many physical characteristics of humans, i.e., biometrics, are usually don't change over time, unique to every person and easy to capture. Currently research in biometrics is focused on iris, fingerprint, gait, signature, face, palm print, or hand-geometry. Ear of the human is best source of data for human identification in various applications. The ear is quite efficient biometric candidate because it’s a) Stable and appropriate structure that is preserved from birth and is unique in individuals b) Facial expressions can vary with time but this is not case with ear, c) Relatively immune from hygiene issues and privacy with several other biometric elements. This system investigates a unique approach for the automated human identification using 2D ear imaging. Multiple geometrical feature extraction such as identification of shape a person using ear biometrics.
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1. Introduction

Text classification has always been an important application. In last some years, text classification has gained a prominent status in the computer field. Today, text classification is a need due to the large amount of documents that is generated daily. Now-a-days the emerging numbers of documents are countless. All these documents are to be labelled under some category to make the searching of these documents easy. Thus text classification has a major role in today’s life. As big data is a major problem in today’s life so is the text classification, since all the big data produced are not necessarily formed under some specific category. These data are to be arranged properly. Otherwise just imagine the situations of search algorithms those use labels as their index, and search algorithms using labels as their index are very common. Thus text classification is an important task to be done. In general, text classification includes classification based on text and genre-based classification. Topic-based categorization categorizes the documents according to the topics of the input document. Texts can be found in many genres, for example: articles that relate to science, news reports, movie reviews, and commercials/advertisements. Genre is defined on many characteristics such as the way a text was created, the audience assigned to it, editing of that text as well as the author who created it and many more. We came to know that this task differs from topic-based categorization from the previous work in text classification. The common approach to build a text classifier is to manually label/assign a set of documents to pre-defined categories, and then use a machine learning algorithm to produce a classifier. This classifier can then assign classes to future documents based on the words/keywords they contain. The approach followed to build a text classifier is commonly called supervised learning because the training documents have been labelled with pre-defined classes.

Text Classification is the task of classifying/assigning a document to a predefined category. To be precise, if \( d \) is a document of the entire set of documents \( D \) and \( \{c_{1}, c_{2}, c_{3}, \ldots \} \) is the set of all the categories, then text
classification assigns one category \( c \) to a document \( d \). In detail it is all about detecting the genre of the unlabeled document. An unlabeled document is given as an input to the system. This document has no label for it and expects from the system to give a genre to this document. So the system scans that document and sends it to preprocessing unit. The document can be collected in various format .pdf, .html, .doc, etc. All these documents could be fetched from different sources. The preprocessing unit tokenizes, delete the stop words and produce a bag of words. Tokenizing means the entire document is scanned and divided into small number of tokens, so that these tokens can be collected individually. Delete the stop words means the words like “a”, “the”, “of”, “an”, “am”, “and”, ”or”, ”is” and many such words are removed thus leaving a bag of useful words. System is already trained for categorizing the document using some keywords. The system has 5 pre-defined categories, for an example politics, movies, computers, etc. Each of these categories has decided their own keywords like for the genre or category movies, names of actors, box office are all keywords. Similarly each category has their specific keywords. With the help of these keywords, the system detects the genre of the unlabeled document. If the inputted document has the keyword of politics genre then the label of that document is decided as politics. After deciding the genre, the label of the document is set and hence the document is classified. The system also learns the newly added document and trains itself to pick out some more keywords, thus improving the efficiency of the system. For instance, if the genre of the document is decided upon as movies and the label is also set as movies then the system scans the document again and picks out some more new keywords on the basis of frequency count. The new document is thus scanned and new keywords are picked up. This improves the efficiency of the system. And also makes the system dynamic in nature.

2. Literature Survey

Automated personal identification using unique physiological characteristics has invited significant research and development efforts. Among different biometric modalities personal identification using human face imaging has the highest user acceptance and hence has attracted the majority research efforts in biometrics. Face recognition algorithms are highly sensitive to pose, illumination, expression, anxiety and also ageing. Whereas ear is relatively immune to all such criteria. Also the ear has a stable structure which is preserved since birth with a unique shape, it is also invariable to the change in pose and expressions. The ear imaging is also highly immune to privacy, stigma and hygienic issues associated with traditional biometrics. These characteristics of ear make it a viable candidate for the biometrics operation.

Ear biometrics refers to the automatic measurement of distinctive ear features with an objective to identify or confirm the identity of the human. We propose a completely automated technique for the personal identification using ear imaging. The proposed technique is able to detect ear of different size and shape along with the geometrical features from a picture of the subject's ear. We propose a new technique for the automated segmentation of ear so as to provide sturdy segmentation of the curved region of interest. The accuracy of automated ear segmentation affects the success of the feature extractor and as well as the performance of the system. We will also be taking a dataset of a number of subjects into the database and test it against the system to analyse and improve overall performance of the proposed system.

The relative database is designed relative to the information obtained per individual. This ensures uniqueness of the individual to be identified as well as in maintaining the security on the basis of user discretion. Constructing a firm base for authentication of any individual corresponding to the access provided to the data stored by same. Thus maintaining its integrity as well as satisfying the properties that should be possessed by biometrics.

Exploiting the ear image that can be conventionally acquired by any image capturing device which can be used for the identification using an automated approach for the robust segmentation of curved region of interest. Where we maximize the positive identification using experimental study on relative databases
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3.1 Stored Database Side

i) Acquire the ear image for database of authenticated person.

ii) Perform extraction operation on the image.

iii) Store the extracted details of the ear image.

3.2 User Authentication Side

i) Image acquisition of the user.

ii) Perform image processing like removing noise

iii) Perform feature extraction on the image.

3.3 Performance Comparison

Perform comparison of acquire image with image in database and check authentication of human.

Capture image from webcam and crop image and convert it to grey-scale. Then perform edge detection and noise filtration operation. Find edges and boundary to find maxline then find second maxline. Draw reference point from one maxline to the another then calculate it. Then perform extraction and compare with the one in database and finally display the authentication result.

IV. EXPECTED RESULTS

In this project work we are getting the following results.

1. Authentication status
   The user is authorised by system or not using human ear imaging.

2. Detailed information about user
   Complete personal information of the authorised user like his/her name, image, contact details etc.

4. Conclusion

In this paper we are proposing a simple geometric approach for reliable human ear recognition for recognising individual. The main aim to develop this system is to acquire stringent security requirements in many application domains with the help of quite unique physiological candidate like human ear, thus helps in attaining high-level security in authentication of individual.

5. Future Scope

Future work on this study comprises of more refined techniques for biometrics and recognition of individual, order to assuage common problems of user identification. Other algorithms for extraction shall also be incorporated in the system, The proposed biometric system will be used to effectively identify the human accurately and reliably using the ear imaging. All the techniques put forth will be applied on the whole dataset and hence it can be used for future studies.
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